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Abstract: Steganography is the technique of hiding secret messages into image, audio, video or text files. The steganography
can conceal plain data as well as encrypted data. Hiding more secret data into images and increasing PSNR value are these
two major issues having in steganography. Some ethical hackers or third party members access the secret data so security is
also a major issue. To solve these issues many users use various algorithms and technique. Some users created new
approach by combining two or more algorithms. The algorithms like OutGuess, JSteg, Parity coding, 4LSB, Phase Coding
are used for steganography. New algorithms are created by using LSB, MSB methods. In this paper we propose the survey of
steganography techniques, algorithms used in communication and security.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The data security is major concern in today’s world. There are different data securities techniques are used such as
cryptography, steganography etc. Most of the organizations, governments, military, business, private citizens use steganography
for security purpose. Steganography is the technique of hiding the data into some other data. So if we are transferring data by
using steganography techniques it would become difficult to know the third party user that the secret data is concealed in the
appearing image or data. The music and movie industries use steganography for remarking early distribution of screenings
movie, the internet becomes prime factor for communication and recently cybercrime increases exponentially so to avoid such
computer forensic techniques are used [1]. Many of the steganography algorithms takes original image as cover image, which is
expense of embedding secrete messages into cover image that leads to the image distortion of generated stego image [2]. Hiding
a message inside another median and then again hide it another median increases some complexity and make more deceptive to
third party and it enhances the protection level of original data [3]. The performance of steganographic technique is needed to
improve the level of protection of data which leads to us to develop new algorithms with strong security, capability and
imperceptibility [4]. The most popular object of the steganography are images, there are two groups having of image
steganography techniques are divided first spatial domain and second transform domain [5]. It’s very important thing to select
suitable cover image that stores the secrete message. The cover image should not present on websites because intruders can
easily compare the generated stego image and cover image [6]. The digital image is group of data about pixels. The images are
large as compare to messages which is hidden therefore we always prefer digital image as cover medium for secrete information
send [7]. The steganography can be applied on different media such as image, text, and audio, video we called it as a cover
objects. The audio steganography hides the secrete message inside an audio signal. The message is concealed by slightly
changing the binary sequence of sound file [8]. Long term evaluation has very popular technique in wireless networking and
this offered cellular system transmission like high video transmission or video on demand. Growing with such popularity Long
Term Transmission becomes perfect carrier for steganography [9]. In digital scenario to happen communication in secure
manner common technique is used that is cryptography. The method used above the cryptography for secure information
transmission is the steganography [10]. As shown in (Fig 1) the steganography technique takes original image and secret data as
input. Steganography technique hides the secret data behind the image and it produce the stego image as output. The generated
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stego image is given as input to desteganography. Desteganography generates the original data. This process happen between
two users steganography done at sender side and desteganography done at receiver side.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
In [1] authors used the method audio-video cryptosteganography. This method is the mixture of audio and image
steganography. This steganography is done by using anti-forensics technique as tool for authentication. The objective of this
technique is to hide secret information behind the audio and video file. 4least significant method is used for video
steganography and phase coding for audio steganography. The data is triple secured with this technique. It provides strong
security and privacy of data by using computer forensics technique. In [2] authors developed the new approach for
steganography using a reversible texture synthesis. By giving original texture as input the reversible texture synthesis generate
huge stego synthetic texture concealing secret message. As per the authors knowledge they are the first that can elegantly
intertwine the steganography into conservative patch based texture synthesis. The newly proposed approach provides
reversibility to retrieve the original source texture from stego synthetic texture by making possible second round of texture
synthesis if required. The benefit of offered algorithm is stout and safe against RS steganalysis attack. The disadvantage of this
approach is does not support for other kind of texture synthesis. There are so many algorithms are available for steganography
with their benefits and disadvantages. The user has the responsibility to select the appropriate algorithm based on their idea. By
combining two or more algorithms the security level is increased. In [3] authors combined the two steganography algorithms
JSteg and OutGuess. First the secret message is hidden in original image by using JSteg algorithm and the generated stego
image is concealed inside second image by using OutGuess algorithm. This increases the level of security by hiding original
hidden image. The benefit of it becomes difficult to third party to suspect conceal of secret image and even makes difficult to
decode it. The disadvantage of it is becomes more complex when two algorithms combined. In [4] authors advanced MSB
steganography method with random pixel selection. This algorithm embeds a large amount of secret data inside color image.
This proposed algorithm is based on different size image segmentations (DSIS) algorithm and modified least significant bits
(MLSB) algorithm. The DSIS algorithm is applied to conceal secret image randomly rather than serially. The DSIS approach is
applied before of hiding secret data. The benefit of this algorithm is working on timid channel and against attack by generat ing
undetectable stego image for both low and high payload. In [5] authors advanced the LSB steganography technique by using
parity checker. In this method all the pixels of cover image can be used but secret data bits are stored in LSB of three color
components Red (R), Green (G) and Blue (B). The data is embedded based on parity of three LSBs of R, G, and B mechanism
of 24 bit color image. The advantage of this method is to hide large amount of secret data and make it difficult to access
unauthorized user. In [6] authors proposed steganography method based on similarity technique. This technique divides the
cover image into different blocks and these blocks are tested that can be obtain blocks that are most closely resembling message.
Then in every block locate two channels that provide the maximum resemblance to a secret message and consider left over
channel as indicator. So the indicator may be dissimilar in every block. The indicator is represented one bit if there is no
concealed data in extracted pixels of block. This method provides high level of protection because data is not stored serially and
it based on similarity standard so it provides high quality stego image. In [7] authors used pixel pattern based steganography.
This method conceals the secret data inside an image by using existing RGB values. Along with image key will also send to
decrypt the message at receiver side. To provide more security the secret message and key both are encrypted by using same or
different keys. The benefit of it as it can be easily shared by any method. In [8] authors used different steganographic techniques
such as LSB, parity coding and phase coding for audio steganography. It hides the digital data in audio file. Here in this multilevel steganography the three messages can be send rather than one message. It increases the level of difficulty to decode the
message by using three traditional methods. In [9] authors used steganography in long term evolution systems. The LaTEsteg
method is designed for long term evolution systems. This method is evaluated on three parameters performance, cost and
security. This method uses physical layer padding of packets which is sent over LTE networks. The advantage of LaTEsteg
method is that it does not produce any changes to the LTE system. In [10] authors used steganography in spatial domain based
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on security and randomization. Spatial domain image steganography is having well-suited with image so it is used for this work.
The least significant bit steganography is included in this method. So it LSB bit uses to conceal the data in images. The benefit
of this method is it has a great capacity of concealment of data and easy realization.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
Performance analysis shows the behaviour and performance of each algorithm. We have done performance review of the
different algorithms used in survey section of this paper. The below table includes Paper Reference Number, Algorithms or
techniques, Parameters achievement and Working & Use of algorithms. The table is created after analysis of paper results and
algorithms. Table (1) contains algorithm which is used in that specific paper and parameter achievements and working and use
of that specific algorithm. This table gives the easy way of consider performance of algorithm used by developers.
TABLE I Performance Review Table for Different Algorithms
Sr.
No.
1.

Algorithms

Parameters Achievement

Anti-Forensics, 4LSB &
Phase coding algorithm

1.Better capacity
2.High Security
3.Prevent visual attack
1.Prevent RS steganalysis
attack
2.Security
1.High Security
2.PSNR value more than 50db

2.

Reversible Texture
Synthesis

3.

Combined Approach:
JSteg, OutGuess

4.

MLSB,DSIS,AES

1.High payload capacity
2.Prevents attack

5.

LSB, Even Odd Parity

1.Robust
2.High Reliability

6.

Modified LSB, Indicator
Method

1.High quality stego image
2.High embedding capacity

7.

Pixel pattern

1.Secret data encrypted with
key
2.Confidentiality

8.

Layering approach: LSB,
Parity coding, Phase
coding

1.High confidentiality

9.

LaTEsteg method

1.High throughput
2.Low cost

10.

MSB randomization

1.High capacity
2.Secure
3.Imperceptability
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2.Consistency clarity in audio
signal

Working And Use
1.Hiding text data into audio &
video file
2.Strong Authentication
1.Conceal source texture image
and embeds secret messages
1.Secret image is first hidden in
an image and then the resultant
stego image is further hidden in
another image
2.Tricky & deceptive to third
party
1.Hides secret image randomly
instead of serially
2.Highly
imperceptible
1.Message bits are stored in LSB
one of three colour
components(RGB)
2.Increase size of message to
embed
1.Dividing bmp image into
blocks & obtain a block which is
closely resembling to a secret
message
2.It embeds five bits in each pixel
1.Secret message bit embedded in
image metadata fields
2.Small secret messages are
transferred
1.Three secret messages can be
transferred
2.Hides presence of
communication
1.Does not generate changes to
LTE system
2.Safe & effective hidden
transmission
1.MSB of the randomly selected
pixel used as indicator
2.Compatible with images
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IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM AND WORKING

Reserving Room for Embedding
Actually, to reserve room for embedding, the first stage can be divided into two steps: image partition and self reversible
embedding. At the beginning, image partition step divides original image into two parts A and B ; then, the LSBs A of are
reversibly embedded into B with a standard RDH algorithm so that LSBs of A can be used for accommodating messages; at last
rearranged image to generate its final version.
Image Partition for reserving room
The operator here is a standard RDH technique, so the goal of image partition is to construct a smoother area B, on which
standard RDH algorithms such as can achieve better performance. To do that, without loss of generality, assume the stego
texture C is an 8 bits gray-scale image with its size M×N and pixels Ci,j∈ [0,255],1≤ i ≤M ,1≤ j ≤N. First, the content owner
extracts from the original image, along the rows, several overlapping blocks whose number is determined by the size of to-beembedded messages, denoted by l. In detail, every block consists of m rows, where m=┌l/ N┐, and the number of blocks can be
computed through n=M –m+1. An important point here is that each block is overlapped by pervious and/or sub sequential
blocks along the rows. For each block, define a function to measure its first-order smoothness. Higher f relates to blocks which
contain relatively more complex textures. The content owner, therefore, selects the particular block with the highest f to be A ,
and puts it to the front of the image concatenated by the rest part B with fewer textured areas.
Self-Reversible Embedding
The goal of self-reversible embedding is to embed the LSBplanes of A into B by employing traditional RDH algorithms.
For illustration, we simplify the method in to demonstrate the process of self-embedding. Note that this step does not rely on
any specific RDH algorithm. Pixels in the rest of image B are first categorized into two sets: white pixels with its indices i and j
satisfying  ( )mod2 0 i j and black pixels whose indices meet  ( )mod2 1 i j . Then, each white pixel, B ij , , is estimated
by the interpolation value obtained with the four black pixels surrounding it as follows. Which will be described later. After
that, we further calculate the estimating errors of black pixels with the help of surrounding white pixels that may have been
modified version of this template is V2. Most of the formatting instructions in this document have been compiled by Causal
Productions from the IEEE LaTeX style files. Causal Productions offers both A4 templates and US Letter templates for LaTeX
and Microsoft Word. The LaTeX templates depend on the official IEEEtran.cls and IEEEtran.bst files, whereas the Microsoft
Word templates are self-contained. Causal Productions has used its best efforts to ensure that the templates have the same
appearance.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Steganography use different approaches to secure the communication. Many developers combine different algorithms or
modify the original algorithm to generate a new algorithm. The newly generated algorithms come up with more benefits. In this
paper we do the survey of different previous papers. Many developers used the LSB, MSB, Parity Coding Phase Coding and
4LSB steganography techniques to hide the secret data. Finally we conclude that data hiding in audio-video steganalysis by antiforensics technique is the best technique to hide the secret messages. The data is triple secured with this technique and it
provides strong authentication. The drawback of this technique is its time complexity is more as compared to other techniques.
In future work we have doing a survey of the more steganography technique and develop a new stronger, secure and easy
algorithm for hiding secret information.
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